Since 1982. the Crustal Dynamics Data Information System (CDDTS) has supported the archive and distrihution of geodetic data products acquired by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) as well as national and international programs. The CDDIS provides easy, timely, and reliable access to a variety of data sets, products, and information about these data. These measurements. obtained from a global network of nearly 650 instruments at more than 400 distinct sites, include DORIS (Doppler Orbitog~ raphy and Radiopositioning Integrated by Satellite), GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite System), SLR and LLR (Satellite and Lunar Laser Ranging), and VLm (Very Long Baseline Interferometry). The CDDIS data system and its archive have become increasingly important to many national and international science communities, particularly several of the operational services within the International Association of Geodesy (lAG) and its observing system the Global Geoddic Observing System (GGOS), induding the International DORIS Service (IDS), the International GNSS Service (lGS). the International Laser Ranging Service (lLRS), the International VLBI Service for Geodesy and Astrometry (lVS). and the International Earth rotation and Reference frame Service (IERS), Investigations resulting from the data and products available through the CDDIS support research in many aspects of Earth system science and global change. Each month, the CDDTS archives more than one million data and derived product files totaling over 90 Gbytes in volume. In turn. the global user community downloads nearly 1.2 Thytes (over 10.5 million files) of data and products from the CDDTS each month. The requirements of analysts have evolved since the start of the CDDIS; the specialized nature of the system accommodates the enhancements required to support diverse data sets and user needs. This paper discusses the CDDTS. including background information about the system and its. user communities. archive contents. available meradata, and future plans. Published by Elsevier Ltd. on hehalf of COSPAR.
I. Introduction
Space geodesy is the use of precise measurements between ground-based instruments and objects in space (e.g., orbiting satellites, quasars) to determine positions of points on the Earth, tile motion of the Earth's pole and its rotation parameters, the Earth's gravity field and the derivation of its geoid. and monitor variations in these measurements over time. Space geodesy not only enables research in the physics of the solid Earth but also oceano- Table I above desctibes each of these tcchniques and their observation methodologies: targets, instrument, and resulting measurement. Picturcs of representative observing instruments are shown in Fig. 1 .
Each technique hHS particular strengths (scc Table 2 ) in thcir contributions to scientific investigations; furtherDifference in signal arrival times be!\veen two obsel'ving antennas more, thcse different measurement systems provide independent determinations of similar measurements. Thc table summarizes both the primary and supporting contributors to these study areas that arc currently feasible today; it is not meant to include theoretical or possible future rolcs. Fig. 1 . DORIS beaC{)n (station GREB) mounted on concrete pillar at NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center ill Greenbelt MD; USA Hop left). Ne'd Generation SLR (NGSLR) station perfonning nighttime ranging at Greenbelt (top rightj. GNSS antenna (station GODE) with dome mounted on i\ concrete pillar at Greenbelt (botlOIU left). VLBI antenna fS-m) at Greenbelt (bottom right). Greenbelt is considered it "fundHmental ~tati{)n" because of iTS unique position as a co-location site for instruments from each of the four space geodesy 1echniques, (Photos courtesy of NASA).
A key application of space geodesy is the precise dcter~ ruination of positions and velocities of global stations (Fig. 2) . These solutions are then used to maintain an International Terrestrial Reference Frame (JTRF), the set of points that realize an ideal reference system. This ITRF provides the stable coordinate system that allows satellite and ground-based measurements to be linked over space and time (Committee on Earth Science and Applications from Space, 20(}?). The ITRF is a foundation by which scientists verify that observed temporal changes arc geophysical signals rather than artifacts of the measurement system. The ITRF provides for remote monitoring of key contributors to global change, c.g., sea level, sea surface and ice surface topography, crustal deformation, temporal gravity variations, etc. This reference frame also provides the spatial and tcmporal link between missions.
The Crustal Dynamics Data Information System (CDDIS), is NASA', data archive and information service supporting the international space geodesy community. For over 25 years, the CDDIS has provided continuous. long. term, public access to X X geodetic data (mainly GNSS, laser ranging, VLBL and DORIS) and products derived from these data that arc required for a variety of scientific investigations. This research includes the determination of a global TRF and geodetic studies in plate tectonics, earthquake displacements, volcano monitoring, Earth orientation, and atmospheric angular momentum, among others. The spc~ cialized nature of the CDDIS permits relatively simple aUb1Jl1cntation in order to accommodate diverse data sets and user requirements. The CDDJS serves as one of the primary data centers and core components for the geometric services established under the International Association of Geodesy (lAG), an organization that promot.es scientific cooperation and research in geodesy on a global scale.
2, Background
DeVelopment of the CDDIS began at NASA's Godd'iYd Space Flight Centcr (GSFC) The CDDIS provides data from these sites and higher~leve! data products derived from the data 10 support a \vide range of Earth science research.
conclusion of thc CDP efforts, the CDDTS continued to support users of data and products resulting from space geodesy observations.
Crustal Dynamics Project
NASA established the Crustal Dynamics Project in 1979 to apply space methods and technology to advance the scientific understanding of Earth dy'namics, tectonophysics, and earthquake mechanisms (Bosworth ct aI., 1993) . The Project used three types of space geodetic techniques in this study: laser ranging to artificial satellites or the moon (SLR and LLR), VLBI, and GPS, Through the lifetime of the Project, the international investigators used these technologies to measure crustal motion between a global network of laser ranging, VLBI, and GPS sites as well as conduct other scientific research such as the determination of more accurate polar motion and UTI.
As part of its data management, the Project designed and implemented a centralized data support system, the Crustal Dynamics Data Infonnation System, or CDDTS. After a year of development and testing. the CDDIS began full operations in September 1982. At its inception, the main purpose of the CDDIS was to store all CDP-rclated geodetic data products in a central data bank and to maintain information about the archival of these data. J nvestigators supporting the CDP deposited their results, C.g., baseline and station position analysis, into the CDDTS for use by a larger scientific community. Thus, the CDDIS began as a central facility providing Project users access to data and derived products to facilitate scientific investigation.
The highly successful CDP ended in 199L NASA sponsored further investigations in these areas through several agency research opportunities, including the Dynamics of the Solid Earth (DOSE) program, Thc CDDIS continued operation as NASA's archive of space geodesy data and products for DOSE, other NASA investigations, and missions requiring space geodetic techniques to further measurement requirements.
International Association (?f Geodesy
Starting in the 1990's, the space geodesy community established several technique-specific services, operating as cooperative "federations", through the International Association of Geodesy (lAG, http://w'Ww.iag-aig.org/). The lAG advances and coordinates international collabo~ ration to foster scientific research in geodesy. In 1992, the International GNSS Service (lGS, http://www.igscb.org), fonnerly known as the International GPS Service, was the first such "service" established under the lAG to provide precise products from a global net\vork of GPS recei\'~ crs that would further research in Earth science, multidisciplinary applications, and education (Do\\' ct al., 20(8) , The IGS became an example for the communities \vithin the other techniques to create additional services: the International Lase-r Ranging Service (TLRS, i1rs.gsfc, nasa.gov) ct aL 20(2), the International VLBI Service for Geodesy and Astrometry {lVS, (SchlUter and Bchn:n.i and the International DORIS Service (lDS, aom"org) (Tavernier ct al., 20(6) .
The lAG services not only provide data and products on an operational basis to their respective geodesy analysts but also to a broader, interdisciplinary scientific community. These services are examples of a successful model of commu~ nity management, where they develop service-related standards/conventions, self-regulate. monitor performance throughout the various levels of operation, and define and deliver products using pre-determined schedules. Each group is guided by Terms of Reference, which describes the vision, objectives, and structure of the service and defines the data and products delivered by its components. Standards, both technique-specific and cross-discipline, in data and product generation arc utilized throughout all levels in each of the services. The services have developed sets of products using standard models and algorithms that ensure consistency over time. They deliver these data and derived products on an operational basis to geodesy analysts as well as a broader scientific community, monitoring performancc during the delivery process. The strong cooperation of the many international organizations in these federations is the main reason the services have been so successful, leveraging theif respective limited resources to alllcvcls of service oper~ ation. The services also contribute to the activities of the International Earth Rotation and Reference Systems Service (IERS, http://wwvders.org)fortherealizationand maintenance of the 'ITRF (http://itrf.cnsg.ign.fr/) (AltamimictaL, 2007) . The CDDIS successfully proposed to each service's Call for Participation and was selected as a primary, or global, data center supporting the infrastructure and user communities for the IGS, ILRS, IVS, and IDS.
Global Geodetic Observing System
In mid·2003, the lAG established GGOS, the Global Geodetic Observing System (Plag and Pearlman, 2(09) as a project to foster cooperation among the geometric services of the lAG and to promote outreach and education to a broad user community on the importance of the geodetic infrastructure to many Earth science applieations. GGOS, recently promoted to a component of the lAG, works to integrate the geodetic techniques to ensure longterm monitoring of Earth processes, including global change research. Distribution of data and products for the generation of GGOS combination products \vill be accomplished through the data fto\v paths developed by the lAG services forming the underlying structure of GGOS. Access to data and products generated by these services will continue to be provided through the services, either directly or via a GGOS portal. This portal will facil~ itate access to GGOS products and provide a way to view the underlying, dedicated infonnation systems developed by the lAG's contributing services. The CDDIS supports GGOS as an essential archive for the geometric services and will contribute to the GGOS portal by implementing systems to provide uniform access to acorn bined set of geodetic services' infonnation as well as technique-specific infonnation systems.
2A, NASA's Earth Observing System Data and Injrmnariol1 System
In late 2007, funding support for the CDDIS trans itioned from the science research area within NASA to the Earth Observing System Data and Information System (EOSDIS) (ilttp://www.nasadaacs.eos.nasa.gov). EOSDIS is responsible fOf the processing, archiving, and distribution of Earth science data sets, providing tools to facilitate use of these data, and ensuring that these data arc available to the public to study Earth processes from space in order to meet the needs of the global community. In addition to managing the science systems, EOSDIS supports 12 data centers in the U.S. who each serve a specific Earth system science discipline. As one of these EOSD'IS data centers, the CDDIS cooperates with other groups in suppon of NASA's Earth science goals. This activity includes implementation of metadata standards that will eventually per~ mit discovery of CDDIS archive content by researchers outside the existing user base, Thus, the CDDIS will have the oppoftunity to promote usc of its data and products to a broader scientific community.
Data management support of a global space geodesy infrastructure
Today, the geometric services (i.c .. the IDS, IGS, ILRS, and lVS) established within the lAG constitute the primary user community for the CDD'IS. An essential clement to the operation of all of the JAG's international scientific services is their information system and archive components. These archives are the central source of data for the services' analysis communities as well as those products generated by the analysis centers for usc by a broader user community, The CDDIS serves as the single data center resource from which the data from all these networks, and the resulting products derived from their data, may be accessed.
Each of the lAG's geometric servi(.'Cs makes use of a similar, distributed data flow structure (shown in 3) for the transmission of information, data, and derived products from the observing stations to the user community. The structure for the services can be divided into the following components: Network Stations, Data Centers, Analysis Centers, Analysis Center Coordinators, a Coordinating Center, and a Governing Body. Participants in these service activities collaborate at all levels to ensure consistency and timely delivery of data and products. Table 3 provides a high-level summary of the data and analysis results that arc produced by the services and available from the CD DIS archive.
Networks
The global space geodesy network of DORIS, GNSS, SLR/LLR, and VLBl sites (sce 2) is largely the result I Combination \ i Centers i
CO'"b"wd Products
Users lAG SBfViCf'; components Fig. 3 . Each of the lAG services (IDS, lGS, ILRS, and IVSJ operates with a similar component structure for transferring data, products and information from station to user. The CDDIS is the single global data system that supports all of the geodetic services and thus provides an integrated approach to serving data and products to the international community and the analysts responsible for generation Earth system products.
of the international collaborations fostered through the TAG services, This net\-vork consists of over 650 jnstru~ ments at over 400 sites, many supporting more than one of these techniques (called co-located sites), These stations track continuously (or using pre-detennined schedules as is the case of VLSI), translate data into technique-specific and service standard data formats, and then transmit these data in a timely fashion, typically through electronic means (or, in the case of DORIS, the measurements are made at the satellites and downlinked to a control center), to the data centers. The data arc transmitted through the various levels shown in 3 to ultimately arrive at the analysis centers and gcneral uscr community,
Data centers
TI1e lAG services utilize a multi-level. hierarchical data center structure to efficiently provide data to the user com~ munity. For the IGS, ILRS, and IVS, operational data ccn~ iers (or correlators, in the casc of VLBI) have direct contact with the network s.tations and dO\vnload their data in a timely fashion (e.g" sub-hourly, hourly, or daily), They will reformat data, ifnot done at the obBerving station, validatc the resulting files using pre-describcd paramcters for data integrity and quality, and then transmit the data to either Regional or Global Data Centers. For the IDS, DORTS measurements arc recorded on-board the satellite and data are transmitted from the satellite to a centralized control facility for formatting and submission to the Global Data Centers (GOCs). Regional Data Centers (ROCs) collect data for a particular sub-nctwork or geographic region. Typically, data not used by analysts for global studies or uscd for local/regional research are made available at the regional data center lcveL ODCs, such as the CDDIS, archive data from a majority of the network stations and interface to either the operational, regional, or other global data centers to populate this archive. These data centers arc the main data source for the analysts and the larger user community. RDCs and GDCs also validate the transmittcd data to cnsure the integrity of the archive and provide ftp and web access to their holdings. Each of thc services has identified at least two ODCs to provide for archive security, redundancy to avoid a single point of failure in data archiving, and distribution of uscr access. The CDDJS is the only ODC supporting all four JAG geomctric services.
Analysis centers and coordinators'
Using preHdctermined schedules, each servicc's Analysis Centers (ACs) routinely access the GDCs to retrieve the data required to generate those products identified by the service. The ACs then fonvard these products, such as sta~ tion positions and Earth orientation parameters (EOPs), to the GDCs for the scrvicc-spccific Analysis Center Coordi~ nators (ACes) as well as the user community in general. The ACes monitor thc AC products for quality control and performance evaluation purposes. Furthermore, the ACes are responsible for the generation of the service's official products through a combination of the individual AC solutions. These standard scrvice products are then made available via the GDCs to users and to other product centers, for example, the IERS, for use in the derivation of highcr-level products such as the ITRF. 3.4. Serv; c(! coordination and governan.ce The servicc's Coordinating Ccnter manages the daily operations of the service, facilitates communications at all levels within the scrvice as well as to the external user community, and coordinates othcr service-related activities. A Governing Body is elected and/or appointed from associate members (representatives. from participating organizations as dcfined in each scrvice's Terms of Refer~ encc) and oversees the s.ervice, approves its scicntific goals, defines a suite of official products and standards, and provides future direction and approval for new activities and products.
CDDIS archive contents and supported data types
Thc CDDIS data center is dcdicated to supporting the international space gcodesy community, providing straightfonvard and reliable public access to a variety of data sets, products, and information about these records. Because ofthc specialized nature of the CDDIS, the system 
Reports of 24-h 30-s data {GPS+GLONASS) holdings Reports of GLONASS 24-h 30-s data holdings Reports of J-h 30-s data (GPS~GLONASS) holdings Reports of (GPS---i--GLONASSj IS-min 1-5 data (GPS+-GLONASS) holdings
Normal point data iILRS fonnat) by satellite and time An online directory structure of the CDDIS archive has been created to organize files by technique (e.g., DORIS, GNSS, laser ranging, and VLBI) as listed in Table l . The contents of the CDDIS online archive supporting these main technique-specific data types can be divided into four major categories:
• Observation data.
• Products derived from the observation data.
• Information about the data and products that aids in their usc.
• Mctadata, or "data about data", extracted from the observation data and derived products.
The following sections dcscribe each of these main space geodetic data types and their derived products in more detail, including information about rnetadata and data access. Descriptions of the directory structures and file naming conventions used at the CDDIS arc included; detailed structures are given in Table 4 .
All data sets, products, and extracted meradata arc accessible to scientists through ftp and the web; general information about each data set is accessible via the web. Data and derived products arc generally stored in compressed fonnat (using UNIX compression algorithms) with directory names and files utilizing a lowercase naming convention. Descriptive files and data holding reports are typically available in uncompresscd text files.
DORIS
DORIS is a dual-frequency Doppler system developed by the Centre National d'Etudes Spatiales (CNES), and partners the Institut Gcographique National (lGN) and the Groupe de Recherche de Geodesic Spatialc (GRGS) (Tavernier ct ai., 20{)3). The technology was included as a probatory experiment on SPOT -2 in 1990, Since that time, DORIS has played a key role in precision orbit determination (POD) for several current and past missions (additional satellites in the SPOT series, TOPEX/Poseidon, Ja50n-I/-2, Envisat).
The DORIS receiver on-board the orbiting satellite tracks the dual-frequency radio signals transmitted by a network of ground beacons and generates the DORIS data. A measurement is made of either the Doppler shift, for the first and second generation receivers, or absolute phase" for the new generation DGXX receiver (Auriol and Tourain, submitted for publication). These data are then downloaded from the satellite to a central processing facility. This uplink capability allows for a well-distributed nct\vork, which is not reliant upon cxtensive infrastructure at the observing stations as is often necessary with other space geodetic techniques. The current DORIS network consists of 57 beacons (sec I for an example site con~ figuration and 2 for site locations).
The IDS GDCs, which include the COOlS, utilize a common archive structure and file naming convention. These standards arc formalized through discussions between the data centers and the [OS Central Bureau and are described at: http://www.ids-doris.orgfhtm1!analysis_coord/documcnts/struct_dc.html,
DORTS data
DORIS data records contain a time-tagged range-rate measurement with associated ancillary information. The data records also contain information about any corrections that may have been applied during the processing phase, such as for the ionosphere, troposphere, and satellite center of mass, among others. Furthermore, rneteoro~ logical measurements (e.g., tempeniture, relative humidity, ground pressure) recorded by instruments colocated with the ground-based beacons arc included \\'ith the DORIS data and can be used to determine the tropospheric correction, Data for missions prior to Jason-2 used a DORIS-specific format; these files contain multiple days of data corresponding to the specific satellite's processing cycle. The J ason-2 mission utilizes a new multi-channel DORIS receiver (Tavernier ct a1., 2006) , which is capable of tracking up to seven beacons simultaneously; future DORIS-equipped missions will also utilize this model. This instrument provides both Doppler and phase observations; data from this model arc archived in both multi-day DORIS-formatted files and daily files in DORIS Receiver Independent Exchange (RINEX) format respectively.
The CDDIS, in its role as a GDC in the IDS (Noll and Soudarin, 20(6) , archives data from all missions carrying the DORIS instrument. As of 2009, there arc six operational missions: SPOT-2, -4, and -5, Jason-l and -2, and Envisat. The archive also contains data from past missions (SPOT-3 and TOPEXjPoseidonj. The IDS network will track future DORIS-equipped missions, including Cryosat-2 (2009), SARAL/AltiKa (2010), HY-1A (2010), the Sentinel series (satellites -A, -B, -C, and -D, starting in 2012), etc., and thus their data will also be archived at the COOlS (Willis ot aI., 2010). The current network of 57 stations provides between 1.5 million and 4,7 million observations per satellite each year. Data from altimetry missions (e.g., Jason-l and -2, Envisat) are delivered to the data centers in files by arc (typically 6-10 days per file); data from the SPOT satellites arc archived in files by cycle (usually 10 days per file). These multi-day files of DORIS data average 2.5~"5.5 rvIbytcs in size and are available within 30 days foHowing the end of the observation period; daily data files are typically 23 Mbytes in size and arc available with a one day deJay. Thus, a year's worth of DORIS data from a single satellite averages between 210 and 800 Mbytes, depending on the data format (the nc\v multi-channel receiver alJovvs for more observations thus yielding larger data files). DORIS data are found on the CDDIS server in subdirectories by satellite, for multi-day files in the DORIS format, and directories by satellite and time for daily files.
DORIS products
The CDDIS provides public access to DORIS data for derivation of a variety of products; the IDS analysis centers retrieve these data to generate products as defined by the service's analysis coordinator and approved by the Governing Board. Products derived from these DORIS data include precise satellite ephemerides, station positions and velocities (input to the derivation of the ITRF), time series of station coordinates, EOP (polar motion, length-of~day), and time derivatives of vertical Total Electron Content (TEC) (Willis ct ai., 2(10). The IDS Analysis Coordinator oversees the combination of the individual AC solutions, e.g., station positions and velocities. The format and time span of the products varies by product type.
The IDS ACs provide solutions containing DORIS station positions on a weekly basis (Willis et aL 2005) in SIN~ EX (Software Independent Exchange format) format (Blewitt et aI., 1995) ; these products represent the IDS contribution to the ITRF and are the primary product generated by the ACs. The time series solutions include daily values of the EOPs. In addition, the time series of station coordinate solutions are available for selected AC solutions in the STCD (STation Coordinate Difference) format; this fonnat provides Cartesian and ellipsoid coordinate determinations and their formal errors allowing for the generation of point position time evolution plots (Noll and Soudarin, 2(06). Other IDS AC products available include cumulative solutions of station velocities and positions at a reference epoch, geocenter determinations, EOPs, and satellite orbits. The DORIS data processing group generates ionospheric correction values from DORIS measurements and makes these derived products available through the IDS data centers, including the CDDIS. Text files containing descriptions of the solution, models, processing strategy, etc. used in the derivation of the products are stored with submitted IDS analysis center solution files. The archive of IDS products is organized in subdirectories by product type (e.g., time series of station positions, EOP values, orbits, etc.).
Other DORIS information
Reports summarizing the current contents of the DORIS data archive arc generated nightly from the metadata extracted during the data archival process; these rcports arc available within the CDDIS DORIS data subdirectories. These summaries consist of one file per satellite and iist the start and end date for each DORIS data file in the archive. Other files summarize the number of observations by satellite and by satellite and station on a yearly basis. for data center backup purposes, the CDDIS stores a mirror of the contents of the IDS \Veb site, including initial station positions, satellite configuration files, DORIS~ related mail messages, and data and product format documentation. The CDDIS Web site (particularly, pages and provides general information about DORIS and the data and product files available from the data system.
In late 2009, files containing Jason~J and -2 satellite attitude information will be made available at the IDS data centers, including the CDDIS. Two types of files will be available for each satellite: attitude quatemions for the body of the spacecraft and solar panel angular positions. The files will be delivered daily and will contain 28 h of data, with 2 h overlapping between consc-cutive files. Analysts can usc these files to determine satellite orientation and attitude information for processing DORIS data.
GNSS
Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSSs), such as the U.s. GPS, the Russian GLONASS, and the European Galileo system, provide autonomous geo-spatial positioning with global coverage. Ground (or space-based) receivers collect the signals from orbiting satellites to determine their location in three dimensions and calculate precise time. These receivers detect, decode, and process both pseudorangc (code) and phase transmitted by the GNSS satellites. The satellites transmit the ranging codes on two radiofrequency carriers, allowing the locations of GNSS receivers to be determined with varying degrees of accuracy, depending on the type of receiver and post-processing of the data.
The CDDIS supports GNSS data and product archiving for the International GNSS Service (lGS) as one of four GDCs. In this capacity, the CDDIS provides online access to the GNSS data generated by the IGS network as well as the IGS core, working group, and pilot project products derived from these data (Noll et aI., lO(9) .
GNSS dala
The GNSS data consist of the receiver's observation data, the broadcast orbit information of the tracked satellites, and supporting data, such as meteorological parameters, collected from co-located instruments. Currently, the IGS network consists of over 420 globally distributed sta~ tions (sec Fig. 2) , equipped with geodetic-quality receivers (sec Fig. I for an example GNSS antenna configuration) that track the GPS satellite constellation; a subset of this network, about 100 receivers, arc capable of tracking both GPS and GLONASS satellite signals. The GNSS receivers collect the pscudorange (or code) and phase signals on transmitted frequencies and store the data in manufacturer-dependent formats, In addition, broadcast ephemeris messages from a majority of the stations and data from coincident meteorological instruments at a smaller subset of sites arc collected in separate files.
4.2.1J GVSS obserration and narigation data,
The eDDIS archives IGS GNSS data in three forms based on temporal coverage: daily, hourly, and sub-hourly. The daily data files contain 24-h of data at a 30-s sampling interval, spanning 00:00:00 to 23:59:30 in GPS time. Daily files are transmitted from the stations to data centers following the end of the UTe day (ideally within minutes after the end of the day). Hourly files contain a single hour of 30-s sampled data; thus there are nominally 24 hourly files per site per day. These data files are transmitted to the CDDIS within minutes following the end of the hour. The final type of GNSS data consists of files containing IS min of GNSS data sampled at a I-s rate. These "highrate" data files nominally start at 00, IS, 30, and 45 min within each hour and are transmitted within minutes following the end of these intervals; there arc ideally 96 files of high-rate data per site each day. These categories of GNSS data (daily, hourly, high-rate) arC useful to the derivation of different products constrained by varying production schedules. In addition, not all sites provide hourly and high-rate data to the IGS.
Daily, hourly, and sub-hourly high-rate GNSS data for all sites arc archived in type-specific files: observation, containing the code and phase measurements, navigation (either GPS or GLONASS), containing the broadcast ephemeris, and meteorological, containing temperature, pressure, and humidity values recorded by co-located instruments. These data types, regardless of sampling rate and time span, arc stored in a common ASCII format, the Receiver INdependent EXchange (RINEX) format {Gurtner et aI., 1989~ Gurtner, 1994 . Prior to release to CDDIS, data in receiver-specific formats are translated into RINEX; the observation data are also software com~ pressed using algorithms to eliminate redundant information, recording only variations and reducing the digits of data by taking differences over adjacent epochs (Hatanaka, 1996) . The resulting compacted observation file, when further compressed using UNIX compression algorithms, is reduced in size by a factor of eight, allowing for not only a decrease in storage requirements but also in net\vork file transfer times. Users of these data must usc freelY avail~ able, specialized software to reverse the compaction process and retrieve the full observation file.
The CDDIS creates daily broadcast ephemeris files from the input files transmitted by the stations; these files (one for GPS, a second for GLONASS) contain the unique GPS or GLONASS satellite ephemeris messages for each day. A similar file is created at the start of the UTC day and updated on an hourly basis from the hourly broadcast navigation files. Users can therefore download a single file each day or hour, which contains all broadcast ephemeris messages required for post~processing.
GNSS data are collected in files by site and time span (daily, hourly, sub-hourly), The CDDlS GNSS data archive is organized by these temporal subcategories using slightly different directory structures as shown in Table 4 . For daily data, these site files arc stored in directories by year, day of year, and content (e.g., observation, navigation, meteorological, or data quality summary). A day of GNSS data from a single site averages 1.65 Mbytcs for a total of 225 Gbytcs/year for a 400-site network. During recent years, the CDDIS has archived approximately 125 K GNSS station days of data per year. Data in files containing 1 h of 30-s data are available in subdirectories by year, day of year, and hour of day; all types of RINEX data arc stored in these hourly subdirectories. Since sta~ tions supply files containing the full 24 h of data at the conclusion of the observation day, the individual hourly files are not required and are removed from the archive after a period of time. High-rate, l~s GNSS data, stored in files spanning 15~min, arc found in subdirectories by year, day of year, file type, and hour. The data from each high-rate site is approximately 9 Mbytes per day or over 400 Gbytes per year.
4,2,1,2, Other GNSS data, The CDDlS snpports the user community by providing access to data from special programs, such as data from receivers tracking new signals (e.g .. for GPS, the civil signal on L2, L2C and the new civil frequency, L5) or data in new formats (c.g., data in version 3 of the RINEX format, data generated from software receivers). The structure of the CDDIS archive is relatively simple to modify in order to accommodate these test data; the CDDIS strives to facilitate scientific research by providing access to new data types and formats.
The CDDlS makes GPS data available from flight receivers on-board selected LEO satellites, These data can be used for precise orbit determination; multiple satellites equipped with GNSS receivers could one day fom1 a space network of orbiting GPS receivers to extend the ground GNSS network that would lead to the development of other applications for these data. The GPS flight receiver data are also archived in RINEX format and are available in subdirectories by satellite, year, and day of year. Currently, the CDDIS archive contains on~board GPS satellite data from the CHAMP, ICESat, Jason-I, and SAC-C missions. The CDDIS plans to expand this archive of satellitebased GPS data in the ncar future to include additional satellites as well as complete the archive of data from currently supported missions.
The CDDIS archive also supports specialized experiments and tracking campaigns. Prior to the start of the IGS, most available GPS data resulted from specialized campaigns of days or weeks in duration. The data from these experiments arc stored in subdirectories by experiment and time period.
GNSS products
A wide range of products derived from GNSS data archived in the CDDIS are generated and submitted by the IGS ACs and Associate Analysis Centers (AACs), The "core" or operational IGS products include precise GNSS (GPS and GLONASS) satellite ephemerides, positions and velocities of stations in the global GNSS network, EOPs (polar motion and rates, length-of-day), and station and satellite clock solutions. Other products deriyed from the CD DIS GNSS data holdings, such as troposphere Zenith Path Delay (ZPD) estimates (both dry and wet components) and global ionosphere maps, are submitted by IGS AACs on a routine basis. These products arc typically the result of studies conducted within IGS \Vorking Groups or Pilot Projects.
Operational IGS products. Individual ACs and
AACs submit derived products on prc-detennined schedules, e,g., sub-daily, daily, or weekly, to the IGS GDCs. The designated IGS Analysis Center Coordinator (ACC) for each product retrieves these solutions and produces a combined product, which is then in turn archived at the CDDIS and the other IGS GDCs (Noll ct aI., 20(9). These combination solutions are considered the official IGS products. IGS orbit and clock combination solutions are available in three forms: ultra-rapid, rapid, and final (Griffiths and Ray, 20(9) . The ACC provides an ultra-rapid product, useful for real-time and ncar real-time applications, at regular intervals four times per day; the ultra-rapid solution includes both observed and predicted satellite orbits and clocks. The rapid orbit and clock combination is a daily solution available approximately 17 h after the end of the previous UTC day. The final, and most consistent and highest quality IGS solutions, consists of daily orbit and clock files, generated on a weekly basis approximately 13 days after the end of the solution week. All orbit and clock solution files utilize the Extended Standard Product-3 (SP3e) format (Hilla, 2(02) .
The IGS Reference Frame Coordinator (RFC) also produces a weekly solution consisting of combined station positions and velocities, daily length-of-day (LOD) and X, Y pole positions and rates, and geoccnter positions; the RFC derives these products from the individual weekly input solutions from the contributing IGS ACs (Ferland and Piraszewski, 2009 ). These weekly combination solutions provide the basis for the IGS contribution to the TRF. The weekly files arc archived at the CDDIS in SIN-EX format.
All operational IGS GNSS products (i.e., orbits, station positions, EOP, clock solutions) are available in subdirectories by GPS week Other lGS products, developed through working group or pilot project activities, arc stored using separate directory structures. These products include troposphere ZPD estimates, along with statistics about the product, derived from GNSS measuremcnts and ionosphcre vertical total electron content maps (rapid and final) for climate research and atmospheric studies. Combined clock solutions derived in real-time from AACs using data from the IGS network of real-time data-streaming sites are also availabJe for studies to compare the qual w ity of the real-time products with the IGS ultra-rapid, rapid, and final clock products.
Reprocessed IGS products.
Beginning in the fall of 2008, the CDDIS supported the first IGS reprocessing effort, archiving new solutions generated by contributing ACs. The ACs re~analyzed the rich historical IGS data sct (from 1994 to 2007) with the goal to produce a fully consistent set of products utilizing the most recent models and updated processing strategies (Ray and Griffiths. 2009; Ferland, 2(09) . To begin this project, the CDDIS inventoried current data holdings and made efforts to locate and capture missing data sets in order to aid the ACs in including additional sites in their analyses. The products generated for the reprocessing process include daily GPS orbits and clocks, daily station and satellite docks, EOPs, and weekly station coordinates and velocities. Until these nc\v solutions are declared the "operational" IGS product, they are archived at the CDDIS in special subdirectories within the GNSS product structure. When the fe-analysis activity has been completed, these products will replace the current operational IGS products at the GDCs: the files containing the initial version of the IGS products will be retained at the CDDIS in separate historic subdircctories within the weekly product directory structure. The IGS plans to repeat the re-analysis effort on a periodic basis.
Orher GNSS information
During the validation process for incoming data, reports summarizing the contents of the data files are generated; metadata arc extracted from these files and inserted into a relational database. Daily, weekly, and yearly reports summarizing the current contents of the GNSS data archive, providing spatial and temporal coverage information, are genemted nightly from these metadata; these reports are available in the CDDIS GNSS data subdirecto~ ries. Files also containing assessments of data quality, timeliness of delivery, and statistics on number of data points, cycle slips, and multipath arc updated during the data ingest process for the daily GNSS files. These reports aUO\.v users to view a snapshot of data availability and quality in a single daily status file. GNSS data and product holdings and general information are described on the CDDIS Web site at http://cddis.gsfc.nasa.gov!gns.'Lsummary.html and http://cddis.gsfc.nasa.gov!gnss_datasum .htm!.
Laser ranging
In lascr ranging, a short-pulse of light generated by a laser is transmitted in a narrow beam to illuminate corner cube retroreflectors on a satellite (satellite laser ranging or SLR) or the Moon (lunar laser ranging or LLR) (Degnan, 1994) . The station's (sec Fig. I for an example SLR station) telescope collects the return signal and the time-of-flight is measured which is used to determine the range to the satellite to a precision of a few millimeters. Using information about the satellite's orbit, the time-of~fl.ight, and the speed of light, the location of the ranging station can be determined. Today, the SLR network supporting the Interna~ tional Laser Ranging Service (ILRSJ consists of over 35 stations (see 2). This global SLR network tracks over forty satellites equipped with retroreilcctors. These satellites fall into four major categories: geodetic (satellites \vhose main purpose is for space geodesy studies), Earth sensing (satellites \vhose primary mission is to support Earth science goals; laser ranging is typically used for orbit detennination), positioning (GNSS satellites that utilize laser ranging for validation of GNSS orbit determination), and experimental (satellites with engineering payloads using laser ranging for a variety of supporting studies). SLR contributes to the determination of static and timevarying coefficients of the Earth's gravity field, total Earth mass, and temporal variations of the observing network origin with the respect to Earth's center of mass (Altamiml, 2009; Gross, 2009; Pavlis, 2009) .
Laser ranging data
Laser ranging data consist of a distance or range (round-trip, station to satellite and back) and time, together with data correction information such as atmospheric effects, which are to be applied to the data. Raw laser ranges arc formatted at the remote station before transmission to operational data centers where the data arc translated into the appropriate format. Currently, laser ranging data arc available in two forms: original observations (full-rate data) and condensed range observations generated from these original observations collected over several seconds to minutes (normal points).
The ILRS has introduced a new data format, the Consolidated Laser Ranging Data Format (CRD) (Ricklefs, 2008) , into service operations (station, data center and analysis center levels). This format can handle all types of laser ranging data (normal point and full-rate) and can accommodate future transponder missions and high-repetition rate laser tracking systems. CRD is a flcxible, expandable format with multiple record types. Currently, as testing continues at stations, data centers, and analysis centers, data arc available in both the oldcr ILRS and new eRD formats. The ILRS hopes to exclusively usc the ncw CRD format in an operational mode by early 2010. 
Normal point data.
Laser ranging normal points constitute the primary ILRS data product; they arc generated following the conclusion of the laser pass and typically transmitted to data centers \vithin hours. Laser ranging nonnal points are compressed data using sampling over time based upon a minimum number of data points within the sampling intervaL The length of this normal point interval is primarily dependent upon the satellite altitude; lower orbiting satellites have a shorter normal point interval than high-orbit satellites. The current format, known as the ILRS Normal Point format, is an ASCII format containing a header record fonowed by data records. The header record contains satellite and station designators. general station configuration information, and nonnal point calculation parameters. The data records that follow contain laser fire times (in units of 0.1 ~s), system delay (picoseconds), bin R1VfS. meteorological data (pressure, temperature. relative humidity), and number of ranges used in thc, nomlal point fonnation.
ILRS operational data centers forward normal point data to the CDDIS in hourly and daily files by satclhte with a typical latency of less than one day following the observations. Each day, the CDDIS updates monthly sardlite~spccific files containing all nonnal point data received to date for the month, Daily files cont.ain all normal point data for each satellite received at the ILRS operational data centers in the previous 24~h period. Thus, these daily files may contain data spanning several operating days. The mont.hly files contain all normal point. data for each satellite during the month. Daily and monthly normal point data arc available from the CDDIS in subdirectories by satellit.e and year. For users interested in all data received during a particular 24-h period, a single daily file containing all satellites can be retrieved; this daily file is available from the "a11sat" subdirectory within the normal point archive area. Daily normal point files arc less than 100 kbytes in size; monthly satellite normal point files arc typically 1~2 Mbytcs.
Full·rate data.
Full-rate data include all valid satellite returns and arc thus larger in volume; these d~1ta arc not routinely provided by all stations in the laser track· ing network. Full·rate data arc useful for both engineering evaluation and scientific applications (e.g., studying the performance of retrorefiectors, discerning satellite signatures, understanding the statistical nature of satellite returns, calibration of satellite targets, validating system quality of laser station co-locations, etc.). Although many of these studies are of an engineering nature, the results have an important impact on the quality of the scientific output. Full-rate data are transmitted to the CDDIS in tIles containing all data from a station and satellite on a particular day; these daily files range in size from 10 to 100 kbytcs. The CDDIS then combines daily files from all stations into a monthly satellite-specific file; monthly full~rate data files arc approximately 10 Mbytes in size. These files are cur· rently available in the ILRS full-rate format in subdirectories by satellite and year.
Lunar laser ranging data.
A subset of the global network is capable of laser ranging t.o retrorefiectors placed on the lunar surface by NASA Apollo and Russia Lunakod missions in the 1969-~(973 time period. The CDD[S archive of these data, in LLR-specific formats in early years and ILRS format since 1998, dates back to 1969. In a sense, the Moon and its rctroreficctors can be considered another "satellite"; however, not all systems in the ILRS network have lasers powerful enough to reach lunar distances. Today, two of the ILRS stations continue tracking these arrays; additional st.ations plan to become operational in the ncar future. Analysis of LLR data provides informa· tion about the dynamics and structure of the Moon, its rate of rotation, and orbit, as well as gnrvitational physics and general relativity studies and U}CKt;v.
LRO laser ranging suppon
In its role as an archive ofSLR data, the CDDIS is supporting a laser ranging experiment to an instrument ol1~board the Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter (LRO). This experiment uses one-way range measurements to the Lunar Orbiter Laser Altimeter (LOLA) instrument from select laser ranging stations to detennine the satellite's position at sub-meter levels with respect to Earth and the center of the Moon. The oneway laser ranging aspect of the mission will allow for the determination of a more precise orbit than possible with S-band tracking data alone. In addition to an archive for the one-way laser ranging data, the CDDIS provides an interface between mission operations activities and the sub-network of the laser ranging sites capable of tracking LRO for various input files required for tracking, General information about the LRO Laser Ranging (LRO-LR) activity is available from a Web site hosted by the CDDIS (http://lrolr.gs-fc,nasa,gov), Furthermore, the CDDIS provides limited access to a real-time Web site that allows stations to monitor their progress during tracking,
Laser ranging products
Products derived from these SLR observations include precise satellite ephemerides, station positions and velocities of sites in the ILRS network, and EOPs (polar motion and rates, length-of-day) (Pearlman ot aI" 2(02).
Station positions and EOP.
The CDDIS archive of laser ranging products consists of solutions derived in support of the ILRS. Official products as designated by the ILRS include station positions and EOP, dating from the early 1980's through the present. ACs deliver this weekly station position/EOP product, called "pos+eop" in the data center directory structure, to the ILRS data cen~ ters, including the CDDIS, on a regular basis, typically within 2-3 days following the end of the observation week. The ILRS combination centers retrieve these solutions and produce the combined ILRS A and B solutions (generated by the primary and backup ILRS combination centers, respectively) within four days following the end of this observation week. During 2009, the ILRS ACs and combi M nation centers underwent an extensive reprocessing campaign to provide the official ILRS contribution to the next ITRF solution, This reprocessing effort allowed the ACs to use updated processing methods and models in analyzing the SLR data set, from the early 1980's through the present. The individual ILRS AC and combination center station position and EOP solutions arc archived in weekly subdirectories designated by the end date of the 7-day solUM tion intervaL
In addition, daily station position and EOP solutions, with a 1~"2 day delay, are currently under development within the ILRS. This product has been designed to provide input to the IERS rapid service and prediction center, which generates EOP solutions for real-time users. Standard ILRS orbit prod uets for a subset of the satellite track~ ing roster arc also under development and evaluation,
Satellite orbit predictions.
The laser ranging stations require satellite orbit information in order to point their instrument to the correct location and acquire returns from the retrorefiectors, Mission operations centers generate these predicted future orbits from calculated ranging data orbits; the files arc transmitted to the stations through email or by storing them within data center archives, Predicted orbit information is typically available in daily files and sorted by year and satellite within the CDDIS. The Consolidated Prediction Format (CPF) (Ricklefs, 2008 ) is now used operationally for satellite predictions within the ILRS; CPF provides orbit data that accurately predict positions and ranges for a large variety of targets in tables of X, Y, and Z positions, which can be interpolated for accurate predictions, Unlike its predecessor the Tuned Inter-Range Vector (TIRV) format, the CPF supports many current and future ranging applications, from satellite to lunar to interplanetary transponder targets and can accommodate laser station technology developments, such as high-repetition rate laser systems, The CPF can also include planned maneuver and satellite drag informa~ tion, This format consists of fixed fonnat header records and free format, space-delimited configuration and data records, SLR stations dm-vnload these prediction files and coordinate tracking schedules for satellite acquisition. Satellite prediction files arc archived on the CDDIS by year and satellite, In addition, stations can retrieve the latest predicted orbit file for all laser tracked satellites in a single subdirectory, These predicted orbit files typically contain orbit information for multiple days and are issued on a daily basis, Predictions for lower orbiting satellites (e,g .. 300-500 km) arc often transmitted several times per day.
Orher SLR ;n/ormafion
Metadata extracted from incoming normal point and full-rate data arc utilized to create various summary reports detailing the spatial and temporal coverage of the CDDIS laser ranging data holdings. Ancillary information. such as station configuration logs. satellite orbital parameters, station occupation histories and a priori location information, arc provided to aid users in SLR data analysis.
The CDDIS Web site pages http://cddis,gsfc.nasa.gov/ slr_summary.html and http://cJdis.gsfc.nasa,gov/slr_data~ sum.html give general infonnation about laser ranging and the associated data and product files available through the CDDIS. The CDDIS also maintains the Web site and archive for the lLRS (http://ilrs.gsfc.nasa,gov) as well as those sites created for the international workshops on laser ranging held on a bi-annual basis,
VLBI
VLBI is a geometric technique that measures the difference in time between the arrival of a radio wavefront emanating from a quasar at two specially equipped antenna.:;. When a large number of these time difference rncasurc~ Inents from many quasars are observed \vith a global network of antennas; the VLBI technique can determine the inertial reference frame defined by the quasars as \vcll as the distance between observing antennas, and thus the precise positions of these antennas (SchlUter and Behrend, 20(7). The time difference measurements arc precise at the I O~20 picosecond~level and therefore VLBI can determine the relative positions of the antennas to a few millimeters and the quasar positions to 0.05-0.25 milliarcscconds. Furthermore, these antennas allow analysts to detennine the orientation of the Earth in an inertial reference frame.
These globally distributed stations participate in VLBI experiments, typically 24-h sessions, on various pre-determined schedules; single stations contribute from several days per week to several days per year. Because of the close cooperation and correlation required for the VLBI technique, the VLBI observing schedule is coordinated by a central group within the International VLBI Service for Geodesy and Astrometry (IVS). The extent of participation by individual antennas in VLBT is dependent upon many factors, including available observing time for these activi~ tics. The network of IVS and cooperating VLBI stations consists of nearly 40 stations (see Fig. 2) ; a photo of a typical VLBI antenna is shown in Fig. L 
4.4J VLBr data
The raw observables from the participating antennas involved in VLBI experiments of simultaneous measure~ ments are compared, or "correlated", at a central facility (called a correlator). The initial output from this process, consisting of "database" files, is archived; analysis groups add meteorological information and apply theoretical quantities and models to this version, resulting in higher number versions of the database files. Additional informa~ tion available in these VLBI data files includes calibration data, solar system ephemerides, a priori parameter values, Earth orientation information, partial derivatives, and theoretical delays and rates. All versions are retained at the CDDIS and other IVS data centers for documentation purposes. Each VLBI experiment has separate database files containing S-and X-band data. This VLBI experiment data consists of the observing site parameters, source information, correlated delay and delay rate between the observing antennas as a function of time, along with meteorological data and system parameters that must be applied to the correlated measurements. The amount of delay necessary to bring the signals from two observing telescopes into time phase is determined. This delay is dependent upon the quasar position relative to the two antennas. \.Vl1en the delay has been detennined, the distance bet\veen the two telescopes can be calculated.
The VLBI experiments, organized by experimental session and frequency band, are available in two formats, designed for usc by different processing packages: binary databases and an ASCII format (NGS card). The NGS card version of the experiment data is created from the last updates made to the databases; they are typically 10--150 kbytes in size. Experiment files in binary database format range in size from 10 kbytes to 6 Mbytes. The VLBI experiment data arc available on the CDDIS in subdirectories by type (db, for database, or ngs) and year.
The CDDIS also makes the raw corrclator output files available; these data can be used during processing and analysis of the experiments. These output files arc also useful in diagnosing problems that may have been found during the experiment session. The con"clator output files, in various VLBI-specific formats, arc large, typically 5 Gbytcs pcr file.
VLBJ products
Products derived from VLBI measurements include the correlated delay and delay rate of simultaneous observations as a function of time, station positions and velocities, positions of quasars (input to the International Celestial Reference Frame, ICRF), EOPs (polar motion and rates, lengthof-day, UTI-UTC and long-term stability of nutation), and troposphere parameters (Schluter and Behrend, 2(07) . IVS ACs usc the VLBI experiment data to derive these products and post them to the CDDIS (and other IVS data centers) using pre-determined schedules. The IVS Analysis Coordinator inputs these products to a combined solution of station positions, which becomes the IVS contribution to the ITRF. AIlIVS products arc found on the CDDlS in subdirectories by product type. Products for special campaigns and projects arc stored in dedicated subdirectories.
IVS products are organized by solution type: CR F (source positions), TRF (positions. velocities, and correlations), EOP (UTI from I-h intensive, and polar motion, nutation, and UTI from 24-h sessions), and troposphere Zenith Wet Delays (Z\VDs, signal propagation delays due to water vapor in the atmosphere). Files, typically less than I Mbytc in size, are stored within these subdirectories by analysis center. Product-specific formats arc used, SIN-EX for station positions and troposphere ZWD, IVS staDdard for EOP, and lERS standard for CRF.
Other VLBI iJ?formation
As part of its role as an IVS data center, the CDDIS provides access to various auxiliary files needed for conducting VLBI experiments and using VLBI data and products. An "ivscontro]" directory contains text files with archive structure documentation, master VLBI schedules, and IVS participating center code definitions (e.g., station, analysis center, and cOHelator abbreviations and their def~ initions). Within the VLBI data subdirectory structure, an auxiliary subdirectory contains supplementary files from all VLBI experiments useful in the data analysis process (e.g., station schedules, logs, and correlator reports). Analysis center solution descriptions and other rvs supporting files arc available in a documentation subdirectory.
An IVS-internally developed program called dscrrer is operational 011 eDDIS. Several IVS groups use this package for automated file upload to participating data centers. This program provides reliable data transfer capabilities such as checking for data consistency, relocation of incoming files to their appropriate archive directories. and notification to suppliers of the success or failure of the transfer.
The CDDIS web pages http://cddis.gsfc.nasa.gov! vlbi~summary.html and http://cddis.gsfc.nasa.gov!vlbL datasum.html provide general information about VLBI and the data and product files available on the server.
Supporting informarion and metadata
In addition to data and their derived products, the CDDIS archive contains diverse supporting information that aid analysts in using these files. This information includes spacecraft and instrument specifications, observation station characteristics and configurations, site co-location details, and analysis center processing methodologies. Analysts req uire these details to ensure the correct interpretation and quality of the data used to generate products for scientific research. Local station information, such as a priori station coordinates derived from traditional survey measurements, site descriptions, site identitkation parameters, etc. arc provided for all data types.
Metadata describes and provides information about data. They are used to aid in the management and analysis of the archived data and products through understanding their characteristics. The CDDIS file ingest processing of submitted data and derived products extracts meta data from incoming files. The resulting parameters are stored in a relational database. Such metadata includes fIle name, source, arrival time, observing station identification, spatial and temporal attributes, observed satellite, instrument parameters, etc. At this time, the metadata created at the CDDIS utilizes formats created in house that arc data type-specific. Summaries of data holdings are generated daily from these metadata to reflect recently, as well as previously, archived files.
Sharing of metadata between data systems enables a larger user community to discover data sets of interest. The CDDIS provides data, product. and data service descriptions to NASA's Global Change Master Directory (GCMD, httpJlgcmd.nasa.gov), a directory to facilitate global change research, providing scientists with the means to identify data sets and services of interest. The GClvID contains descriptions of data and data services, like the CDDIS, providing links to the sources ofthese data. Scientists can search GCMD based on a variety of parameters (instrument, scientific area of interest, keyword, etc.), enabling identification and access to a diverse set of Earth science data and services. Users can enter keyword search criteria or free text to enable this search for infonnation. Data set entries arc available for the space geodesy data and products archived in the CDDIS. CDDIS participation in the GClvID further publicizes space geodesy data and products, and their global scope, to a wider scientific audience.
5, CDOlS operations
The methodology for the CDDIS archive processing has been structured to efficiently support the requirements for the receipt. cataloging, and distribution of data and products for the lAG services, the IDS. IGS, ILRS, and IVS. Space geodesy data and products arc delivered lo the CDDIS from a variety of international sources through ftp. The contributions from the services arrive on a weekly, daily, hourly, and sub-hourly basis, depending upon the type of data or product Software developed by the CDDIS automatically peruses incoming data arcas, retrieves deposited files, extracts pertinent metadata, verifies content qual~ ity (formats and readability), and moves files to the appropriate archive directory location. Fig. 4 shmvs the current allocation of the CDDIS archive by technique (DORIS, GNSS, laser ranging, VLBI, general meta data); more detail is shown for the GNSS data type. Fig. 5 breaks down the archive contents by processing level (data, product, metadata/supporting information). As can be seen from these two charts, the largest portion of the CDDIS archive is devoted to the storage of space geodesy data, particularly GNSS data.
Archive process;ng
The processing activity for augmenting and updating the contents of the CDDIS archive can be divided into several structural components: deposit, operations, download, and supplementary support. This division by function allmvs for efficient processing as well as security in system operations.
Suppliers of content for the archive, such as operational centers for the data from the networks of tracking stations, cooperating data centers. and analysis centers, transfer their data and/or product files to the CDDIS deposit or "incoming" disk location using ftp. The underlying user accounts to receive these contributions have limited privileges. allowing data and product providers to deposit files but not retrieve files from these disk arcas. These deposit arcas on the CDDIS servers are not viewable to the genera] user community; users of these restricted accounts have their access confined to their "home" dircctory structures. In a few cases, the CDDIS will retrieve flIes for the archi\'c from data/product sources. The CDDIS receives (or retrieves) approximately 90 Gbytes (over one million files) of data and derived products during a typical month of file ingest operations, which totals over one Tbyte per year of new information for the online archive. This yearly ingest rate will increase as new stations are added to the networks and new products are developed by the services.
All processing of these incoming files takes place in the CDDIS operations area, which is accessible to internal users only. Soft\vare has been developed to scan the deposit directories on pre-determined schedules dependent upon the type of incoming files. Once ne\v files arc detected, the software copies the files to temporary locations where their contents arc validated for readability and integrity (format and content) and metadata arc extracted and loaded into a relational database. Depending upon the type of data, these rnetadata may also be archived in files with the data or used to create/update files that summarize the current data holdings. Once checked for validity, the incoming files arc moved to the public download area in directory locations dependent upon data type and temporal parameters. The entire incoming file handling process, from receipt to archive, is designed to minimize the time required to make the incoming data and products available to the end user.
The download area, i.c., the CDDIS public archive, is openly accessible to the scientific community through anonymous ftp and the web. It is the repository for all valid files provided by the operational data centers, analysis centers, and analysis center coordinators. The structure of the archive follows conventions established within the services and thus is data type !i.e., DORIS, GNSS, SLR, or VLBI) dependent. Within each data type-specific directory, the structure is further subdivided by processing level (i.c., data, product, or supporting information), measurement epoch (e.g., year and day of year, etc.), and file type (e.g., GNSS observation vs. navigation data, SLR nonnai point vs. full-rate data. etc.).
A final portion of the CDDIS archive is devoted to metadata and supporting information, particularly files summarizing the contents of the download area. As in the user file download area, these files arc tabulated by data type and file type. Files containing summary information, such as available data holdings, temporal and spatial cov~ erage, data quality, and statistics, arc available to aid the user in data discovery. Additional files reflect the timeliness of the incoming files. The CDDIS utilizes a relational database for storage of metadata from the DORIS, GNSS, laser ranging and VLBI data sets. Automated queries to this database produce these summary files.
The CDDIS makes use of a dedicated server system for delivery, processing, and archive operations. The archive functions for incoming and outgoing (i.e., ftp) are currently implemented on a single server but \'lill be split onto distributed servers in a future configuration. The current archive is housed on RAID disk arrays, of which approximately five terabytes arc currently in use.
User support
Charts summarizing the usage metrics of the CDDlS archive arc given in 6···8. Fig. 6 shO\vs the distribution offilcs by data/product type, with a further breakdown for GNSS, which constitutes the majority (95%) of those files distributed by the CDDIS. Fig. 7 presents the information by download volume. Taken together, Figs. 6 and 7 shows that general usage by technique is consistent but the format, span of data within the actual files, and size of the granules accounts for the differences, specifically in the GNSS areas. In particular, the majority of DORTS-related files retrieved from the CDDIS in 2008 (61%) consisted of derived products (orbit, time series of station positions, and ionosphereMrclated files). Regarding DORIS data, most users continue to download multi-day DORIS-formatted files (21%. of all DORIS-related files downloaded in 2008).
The CDDIS user community falls into three categories: science tcam (includes analysis centers supporting the lAG services). production users (includes other data centers populating their archives with sclected files from the CDDIS archive), and novice users (occasional users who access the system for specific files on an irregular basis). Science team users account for over half of all downloads from the archive with production and occasional users responsible for approximately 20% and 30?!o of file transfers respectively. In 2008, over 10.5 million files (or 1.2 Tbyres) were downloaded through ftp from the CDDIS archive each month.
8 categorizes the profile of users downloading these files from the CDDIS server. Govern~ ment users, both U.S. and international, represent the major portion of the CDDIS user community, with users from education institutions a dose second. Specifically, over 100 distinct hosts retrieved DORIS data, products, or documentation files from the CDDIS in 2008.
Future plans
The CDDIS data center is dedicated to supporting the international space geodesy community. Because of its spe~ cialized nature, the system is well suited to enhancement where internal processes can be easily modified to include new data sets and support additional uscr requirements.
Data arcMre updates
The lAG services \,:ill continue to develop new data sets and products. As a key data center supporting these services, the CDDIS will augment it's ingest and archive pro~ eedures to accommodate these files, ensuring the ability for users to access the new data records. The CDDIS will also support new NASA missions, such as ICESat-U, DESDynI, particularly in providing an archive for SLR and GPS tracking data.
Many of the space geodesy observation techniques arc moving into the realm of near real~time data generation; the eDDIS plans to implement software to capture and record these real-time data streams, particularly in the GNSS data arena. Users can tap into these streams in order to create products on a near real-time basis that are also archived in the CDDTS and forwarded to other multidisci~ plinary science areas (e.g., for \veather prediction, iono~ spheric weather, timing, etc.).
User into/ace enhancements
One area of improvement for the eDDIS is in discovery of the system's contents for both new users and for the existing user base. The average user of the CDDIS today accesses the contents of the archive through anonymous ftp by means of automated scripts. Analysts can usc this method for data transfer because they arc familiar with the structure of the CDDIS and thus know what files they require. their availability schedule, and where to find them within the online structure. However, new users of the eDDIS, both those familiar with space geodesy techniques as well as new research communities, would prefer a brows~ ing interface to the archive contents. Therefore, the COOlS will undertake the design of a web interface based search tool that queries the CODIS mctadata. This process will require modification of the database schemas to reflect changes to the mctadata. Usc of internationally-recognized metadata standards, in cooperation with GGOS and EOS~ OIS, will be investigated. Users will have the ability to specify search criteria based on temporal, spatial, target, site designation, and/or observation parameter in order to identify data and products of interest for download. Results of these queries will include a listing of sites (or other metadata) or data holdings satisfying the user input specifications. Such a user interface \vill also aid CDDIS staff in managing the contents of the archive.
Computer upgrades
During early 2010, the CDDIS staff will complete the migration of operations to a distributed server environment. Distinct servers (with online backup components) have been procured to handle incoming, outgoing (i.e., ftp), and archive operations. Servers \vill handle load balancing on incoming queries for files. Additional RAID storage has been installed bringing the total available storage for CDDIS archive to 20 Thytes. This increased capacity will satisfy near~tcrm archive requirements (the CDDIS online archive grows by over onc Tbyte each year).
Concluding remarks
The CDDIS is a mature data archive and information service, used by the international space geodesy community, particularly the International Association for Geodesy, for over 25 years. The system has provided continuous, long~tenn, public access to the data and products required for a variety of study areas, including the terrestrial reference frame. NASA has been (for over 35 years) and continues to be, one of the primary developers and supporters of the techniques utilized in space geodesy and the resulting data and analysis arc facilitated through the CDDIS. The data center is dedicated to the support of these data records for the international space geodesy community, providing reliable, straightfonvard, and rapid access to a variety of data, products, and information about them. The focused nature of the CDOIS allows for easy modifIcation and augmentation to efficiently accommodate new and varied data sets and user requirements. All data records, products, and information are publicly available online through web and anonymous ftp access.
